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NMR detected metabolites in complex natural fluids.
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Abstract. Different types of 1D and 2D NMR experiments were used to completely characterize quinic acid and
demonstrate its presence in complex mixtures. The identification of quinic acid in apple juice was done without
any separation step. The NMR experiments presented in this study can be used to analyze other metabolites in
different complex natural fluids, of vegetal or biological origin.
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1. Introduction
Nuclear
Magnetic
Resonance
(NMR)
spectroscopy is one of the most versatile tool
available for characterizing complex natural
mixtures, providing information on both global
profile of the sample and the individual metabolites.
Currently, chemometric methods are used with highthroughput analytical platforms like NMR
spectroscopy or gas/liquid chromatography, mass
spectrometry (GC-MS / LC-MS) to study foods for
composition, quality control, such as monitoring of
genetically modified crops in order to detect any
unintended effects [1-4], authenticity, such as
determination of geographic origin of products like
olive oil [5] or honeys [6], metabolic fingerprinting
[7-11], or adulteration [12-15]. Although there are
many studies on NMR characterization of foods, the
only high resolution NMR spectroscopy technique
that is accepted as official standard method in food
analysis is the SNIF-NMR (Site Specific Isotope
Fractionation by NMR) method for wine
authentication [16-19]. Recent developments of
hardware, software and automation, allowing highthroughput, reduced experimental time and detection
of compounds in small concentrations (even
nanograms, if cryoprobes are used) are “promoting”
the NMR techniques towards new official standard
methods in food analysis and even medicine.
Our group used high resolution NMR
spectroscopy to study various food samples
*

including, edible oils [20-25], rhubarb juice [26],
fruits and vegetables [27-29] and wines [30-32].
Food materials have a wide range of physical
states and chemical compositions, thus requiring the
use of different NMR techniques to obtain detailed
characterization [33, 34]. One challenging tasks
remains the identification and quantification of
metabolites in the analyzed foodstuffs.
The present paper reports on different NMR
experiments used to completely characterize a
metabolite and demonstrate its presence in complex
mixtures, such as food samples. We have chosen to
exemplify the NMR experiments on quinic acid – a
metabolite with a complicated 1H NMR spectrum,
and demonstrate its presence in apple juice.
2. Experimental
2.1. Sample preparation
Fresh juices were prepared in the laboratory
using a garlic press. The Golden apple was pilled
before being squeezed while the blackcurrants were
squeezed as a whole. The obtained juices were
centrifuged for 10 minutes at 7000 rotations per
minute in order to remove any solid particles. 4 mL
from each fresh juice were kept at -20 °C until NMR
analysis. Prior to NMR analysis, the juice samples
were allowed to thaw at room temperature for 20
minutes. For the NMR analysis 500 μL of juice was
mixed with 500 μL of 5 mM sodium 3(trimethylsilyl)-[2,2,3,3-d4]-1-propionate (TSP) in
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D2O (99.8% D, Aldrich) solution. 600 μL of sample
were transferred into a 5 mm Wilmad 507 NMR tube
and subjected to the NMR analysis.
Approximately 10 mg of quinic acid (98%,
Aldrich) was dissolved in 700 μL D2O containing
TSP as internal standard. The obtained solution was
transferred into the 5 mm Wilmad 507 NMR tube
and subjected to the NMR analysis.
2.2. NMR Measurements
The NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
Avance III 400 spectrometer, operating at 400.13
MHz for 1H and 100.63 MHz for 13C nuclei. Samples
were recorded with either a 5 mm four nuclei direct
detection z-gradient probe or with a 5 mm
multinuclear inverse detection z-gradient probe.
Unambiguous 1D NMR signal assignments for
quinic acid were made based on 2D NMR homo- and
heterocorrelation. H,H COSY, H,C HSQC and H,C
HMBC experiments were recorded using standard
pulse sequences in the version with z-gradients, as
delivered by Bruker with TopSpin 2.1 PL6
spectrometer control and processing software.
The juices spectra have been recorded with the
NOESY presaturation pulse sequence. The chemical
shifts are reported as δ values (ppm) and referred to
TSP (0.0 ppm) as internal standard.
3. Results and Discussions
Fruit juices exhibit complex 1H NMR spectra
with hundreds of signals from different metabolites.
Although there are many reports in the literature
dealing with NMR characterization of fruit juices,
not all the signals present in the 1H NMR spectra
have been assigned to specific metabolites. This
complexity is caused by “natural” variations in the
chemical composition of the fruits (the
environmental
conditions,
cultivar
type,
meteorological conditions, degree of ripping,
storage condition, etc.) and also “artificially”
induced variations (manufacturing procedures,
additives, packing materials, etc).
The 1H NMR spectrum of a fruit juice can be
rationalized in three regions, as it can be seen in Fig.
1, the high field region between 0.5-3.1 ppm, with
various signals corresponding to aliphatic
metabolites such as amino acids, carboxylic acids
and alcohols, the intermediate region between 3.16.0 ppm dominated by signals from different sugars
and the low field region between 6.0-9.0 ppm with
signals corresponding to aromatic derivatives,
heterocycles, organic acids and polyphenols. This
spectral “fingerprint” is characteristic to different
fruit juices, with some variations in signals
intensities, depending on metabolites concentrations
in the analyzed juice.
Quinic acid is a cyclic polyol, found in different
fruits such as cranberries, apples, blackcurrants,
plums, peaches, etc. It is also one of the major acids

found in green and roasted coffee [35, 36]. The
concentration of quinic acids in plants is variable,
and this is translated in different NMR profile of the
analyzed fruit juice.

Figure 1. Main regions of 1H NMR spectrum for
blackcurrants juice.
In figure 2, quinic acid profile is exemplified in
apple and blackcurrants juices. As it can be seen, in
apple juice several signals corresponding to quinic
acid are intense and can be relatively easy identified
(Fig. 2A). By contrast, in the blackcurrants juice,
only one less intense peak can be observed for quinic
acid (Fig. 2B). This is due to the lower concentration
of quinic acid in blackcurrants, as compared with
apples.

Figure 2. The 1H NMR spectra for A) Golden apple
and B) blackcurrants juices. The spectral windows
contain only aliphatic derivatives and sugars
regions. The * denotes signals characteristic to
quinic acid in the two analyzed juices.
Complete NMR characterization of quinic acid
Since fruit juices are aqueous solutions, all NMR
experiments have been performed in aqueous
solution of quinic acid. The obtained 1H NMR
spectrum for quinic acid is presented in Fig. 3, with
assignments of different protons signals. The signals
corresponding to hydroxyl protons do not appear in
the 1H NMR spectrum due to the rapid exchange
with deuterium from the deuterated water used as
solvent. In the 1H NMR spectrum of quinic acid one
can identify seven different signals, with
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dd, 3JH4-H3 = 9.2 Hz, 3JH4-H5 = 3.2 Hz, H-4), 4.05 (1H,
ddd, 3JH3-H2α = 10.8 Hz, 3JH3-H4 = 9.4 Hz, 3JH3-H2β =
4.4 Hz, H-3), 4.18 (1H, ddd, 3JH5-H6α = 3JH5-H6β = 3JH5H4 = 3.2 Hz, H-5). All these assignments are based
on different types of 2D NMR experiments which
will be described below.

complicated coupling patterns. The signals can be
assigned as follows: 1.94 (1H, dd, 2JH2α-H2β = 13.6
Hz, 3JH2α-H3 = 10.8 Hz, H-2α), 2.07 (1H, ddd, 2JH6β3
4
H6α = 14.8 Hz, JH6β-H5 = 3.4 Hz, JH6β-H2β = 2.8 Hz,
H-6β), 2.13 (1H, dd, 2JH6α-H6β = 14.8 Hz, 3JH6α -H5 =
3.2 Hz, H-6α), 2.18 (1H, ddd, 2JH2β-H2α = 13.2 Hz,
3
JH2β-H3 = 4.6 Hz, 4JH2β-H6β = 2.4 Hz, H-2β), 3.57 (1H,

H-3

H-4

H-5

H-2α

H-6β

H-2β and H-6α
Figure 3. The H NMR spectrum of quinic acid, recorded in D 2O. The shape of each signal and the
coupling constant patterns are presented.
1

Figure 4. A) The 13C NMR and B) DEPT 135 NMR spectra of pure quinic acid.
In the 13C NMR spectrum of quinic acid (Fig.
4A) there are seven signals corresponding to each of
the seven carbon atoms from the structure. The most
deshielded signal, from 180.61 ppm, is attributed to
carboxylic carbon C-7, in the chemical shift region
65-80 ppm there are three signals corresponding to
the three methyne carbon atoms (C-3, C-4 and C-5)
together with one signal corresponding to the
quaternary C-1 carbon.
The most shielded signals are the two methylene
carbons C-2 and C-6. Usually, 13C NMR spectra are
recorded with total elimination of the proton
couplings (broad band decoupling; this helps in
gaining signal intensity, thus reducing the
acquisition time of the experiment, and also reduces
almost completely the superposition of signals). Due
to this reason, all the signals in this type of spectra
are singlets, being difficult to differentiate between
the types of protonated carbon atoms. To overcome
this
inconvenient,
DEPT
(Distortionless
Enhancement by Polarization Transfer) experiments
can be used. In the DEPT 135 spectrum presented in

Fig. 4B, on the positive side appear signals from
methylene carbons and in the negative side appear
the methynes carbons. Signals from quaternary
carbons do not appear in DEPT 135 spectrum. Using
the information from DEPT 135 and 2D
experiments, the signals from 13C NMR spectrum
can be assigned as follows: 39.61 (C-6), 43.07 (C-2),
69.21 (C-3), 72.87 (C-5), 77.68 (C-4), 78.49 (C-1),
180.61 (COOH).
2D NMR experiments may be performed as
homo- (correlations between the same types of
nuclei) and heteronuclear (correlations between two
types of nuclei) experiments.
The most often used 2D homonuclear experiment
is H,H COSY (COrrelation SpectroscopY), showing
correlations between the J-coupled protons. The H,H
COSY corresponding to quinic acid is presented in
Fig. 5A. In this spectrum, one can observe the
diagonal peaks – which correspond to the signals
from 1H NMR spectrum, and the cross peaks showing the couplings between J-coupled protons.
For structure elucidation purposes, the cross peaks
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have to be identified. Some examples in the COSY
spectrum of the quinic acid are the cross peaks for
couplings between H-2α and H-3, and couplings
between H-5 and H-6α, H-6β, marked in Fig. 5A.
The H,C HSQC (Heteronuclear Single Quantum
Correlation) spectrum corresponding to quinic acid
is presented in Fig. 5B. In the 2D spectrum, six
correlation peaks can be observed indicating the
direct couplings of the protons with the
corresponding carbons. In order to assign these
peaks, lines are drawn at a right angle, from the

proton spectrum to the carbon spectrum, intersecting
the correlation peak. An example is presented in Fig.
5B, showing the direct attachment of H-4 to C-4.
Another case is represented by the two correlation
peaks which appear on the same line drawn from C2. This situation occurs because the two protons
from the CH2-2 group are not chemically equivalent
and resonate in the 1H NMR spectrum at different
chemical shifts, at 1.94 ppm (H-2α) and 2.18 ppm
(H-2β). Quaternary carbons do not give correlation
peaks in this spectrum.

Figure 5. 2D NMR spectra of pure quinic acid, used for metabolite signal assignments: A) H,H COSY, B) H,C
HSQC, C) H,C HMBC – entire spectral width, D) H,C HMBC - aliphatic region.
The H,C HMBC (Heteronuclear Multiple Bond
Correlation) spectrum corresponding to quinic acid
is presented in Fig. 5C and 5D. In this spectrum more
correlation peaks can be observed, as compared with
H,C HSQC spectrum, since these peaks are due to
multiple bond correlations between protons and
carbons. The spectrum is interpreted in the same way
as the HSQC spectrum. An important difference is
that in HMBC spectrum correlation peak between
protons and quaternary carbons can be observed.
Such examples are the correlation peaks observed in
Fig. 5C for COOH (at 180.61 ppm) with H-2α (at
1.94 ppm) and H-2β (at 2.18 ppm). In the detailed
HMBC spectrum present in Fig. 5D, a different type
of correlation peaks are highlighted. These are the
direct H-C coupling, which in the HMBC spectrum
appear as a pair of two peaks situated on the position
of the 13C satellites from the 1H NMR spectrum.
The three types of 2D NMR experiments
presented above were used to make the full 1H and
13
C signals assignments.
Detection of quinic acid in the apple juice
We exemplify below the use of NMR techniques
for the identification of quinic acid in the apple juice,
with minimum preparation and no separation of the
juice sample. Apple juice is a complex mixture,
containing vitamins, minerals, sugars and many
specific metabolites like different aminoacids,
carboxylic acids, alcohols or polyphenols. It is also
one of the fruit juices used as illegal mixture with

other more expensive juices, thus its complete
characterization is valuable for the food industry.
As all juices, either freshly squeezed or
industrially processed, apple juice contains water as
the major component. Thus, the normal 1H NMR
spectrum (not shown here) will display an intense
signal corresponding to the water protons, while the
signals for the other organic components will be very
small and most of them overlapped by the water
signal. To overcome this inconvenient, water signal
is usually suppressed, using different pulse
sequences. The 1H NMR spectrum of apple juice,
recorded with the suppression of the water signal, is
presented in Fig. 6A. Without the dominant water
signal, many other signals corresponding to the
organic components of the juice become visible.
With such a large number of resonances, a complete
assignment is difficult to be done. However, there
are some regions which are less crowded, where the
signals are differentiated and can be assigned to the
corresponding compounds.
If one compares the 1D proton spectrum of the
apple juice (Fig. 6A) with the one corresponding to
quinic acid (Fig. 6B), signals belonging to the quinic
acid resonating in the region 1.80-2.20 ppm appear
in both spectra, being thus suitable as assignment
candidates. The number of the signals, their
multiplicity and the chemical shifts are similar in
both spectra. On the other hand, signals resonating
in the region 3.57-4.19 ppm, corresponding to quinic
acid H-3, H-4 and H-5 protons, are not visible in the
juice spectrum, being overlapped by the more
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intense sugars signals, and making the quinic acid
assignment uncertain in this later region.

A)

B)

Figure 6. The 1H NMR spectra of A) fresh Golden
apple juice and B) quinic acid in D2O.
To confirm the presence of quinic acid in this
complex mixture, 2D NMR experiments can be
used. Thus, Figure 7 presents the assignment of the
three overlapped quinic acid signals corresponding
to H-3, H-4 and H-5 protons via cross peaks from 2D
H,H COSY spectrum of the apple juice. Similarly
with the proton experiment, the COSY experiment
was performed with simultaneous water
suppression. As mentioned above, the region 1.80-
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2.20 ppm is not so crowded and the peaks
corresponding to CH2-2 and CH2-6 protons from
quinic acid are easily identified. In figure 7B, the
cross peaks corresponding to the couplings between
H-2α and H-2β and H-6α and H-6β are clearly
visible. Using the spread of resonances in the extra
dimension, H-3 and H-5 are identified, under the
sugar signals, through their coupling with H-2 and
H-6 (Fig. 7C). The signal of H-4 is identified through
the couplings with H-3 (Fig. 7D).
Using the same approach other metabolites
present in the apple juice can be identified. The
region 3.1-6.0 ppm is dominated by different sugars,
some characteristic signals being at 4.10 ppm for
fructose, 5.19 ppm for galactose, 5.23 ppm for
glucose and 5.40 ppm for sucrose. A major
metabolite present in apples is malic acid, with
characteristic signals in the interval 2.68-2.88 ppm.
Other metabolites are citramalic acid, having the
characteristic signal at 1.42 ppm or alanine, with the
corresponding signal at 1.47 ppm.

A)
B)
C)
D)
Figure 7. The H,H COSY spectrum of apple juice, recorded with water suppression: A) the entire spectral
window; B) detailed region showing the signals characteristic to CH 2-2 and CH2-6 protons; C) detailed region
showing the signals characteristic to CH2-2, CH2-6, H-3 and H-5 protons; D) detailed region showing the signals
characteristic to H-3 and H-4 protons.
4. Conclusions
Different types of 1D and 2D NMR experiments
have been used for the detailed NMR characterization
of quinic acid. The identification of quinic acid in
apple juice without any separation step was
described. The NMR experiments presented in this
study can be used to analyze other metabolites in
different complex natural fluids, of vegetal or
biological origin.
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